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IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH

• This research is about social media with a focus on Facebook, the largest social media

Facebook helps you connect and share with the people in your life.

of users worldwide: 700 million!
Number of users in the USA: 156 million!

Time spent on Facebook:
700 billion minutes per month!
Number of status updates:
55 million per day!
GOAL OF RESEARCH

- Companies want to know how to better engage users with their brands on Facebook.
  - *They are just not sure how effective their posts are in getting responses from users.*

- Researchers seek to explain users’ responsiveness on Facebook.
  - *How are posts and responses related.*
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“Happiness Moment #2: Realizing your next birthday is on a Friday or Saturday.” [Coca-Cola Facebook]

“If Coke was a magic trick, would it appear or disappear?” [Coca-Cola Facebook]
TYPES OF FACEBOOK COMMENTS & RELATED TO MODEL
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User Response

Relatedness Comments:
- "Those that are linked to others"
- "my 2 kids b-days are on sat this yr yay." [Coca-Cola Facebook]
- "congrats to the person whos brithday is on a Friday or Saturday! :)" [Coca-Cola Facebook]
- "this is sick today.........warm out sore throat he will be in tomorrow. ?" [Coca-Cola Facebook]

Competence Comments:
- "Those that are linked to a person's ability"
- "1st" (as in I am the 1st person to comment on the post) [Coca-Cola Facebook]
- "What does this have to do with Cake?" [Coca-Cola Facebook]
- "12th" (as in I am the 12th person to comment on the post) [Coca-Cola Facebook]
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CONCLUSION

Conducting research:

- Allowed me to gain insight into the academic side of the business community.

- Convinced me to postpone entering the business industry in order to pursue a higher degree.